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DIRECTORS REPORT

The board in 2020-2021
Jesus Founding
Member, Mentor & Advisor
Jesus continues to guide God’s Way Ltd in the application of spiritual
principles. He assists the board, members and volunteers in their growth
and development of a relationship with God.
In addition he continues to gift the company with his expertise in project
planning, property management, innovation, and digital systems
administration.
While not a member of the board of directors, the board would be remiss
in not acknowledging the tremendous work and care that Jesus
contributes to keep God’s Way Ltd operational.
Mary
Managing Director
Director since January 2017
Directors’ Meetings Attended: 4
Mary has a background in health and an interest in matters affecting
refugees and displaced and marginalised groups of society.
She brings her love for God and God's Laws to the organisation and
envisions the powerful potential of a growing number of members and
volunteers working together in harmony with God's Laws, the company
Constitution and Fundaments.
Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins
Operations Manager, Secretary & Treasurer's Assistant
Director since September 2016
Directors’ Meetings Attended: 5
Eloisa has a well developed passion for the discovery of God’s Laws and
living God's Way.
She is passionate about human relationships. Drawing on her experience
as a teacher, a parent of three, and her knowledge of God's Principles she
is currently developing a free resource for parents and educators.
Eloisa also brings experience as a prior land and station owner and a
passion for environmental recovery to her roles within God's Way Ltd.
Catherine Spence
Treasurer
Director since September 2016
Directors’ Meetings Attended: 5
Catherine offers the company wisdom from many years as a grazier and
station manager. She has a background in nursing and a strong interest in
God.
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Directors' Message
In the 2020-2021 financial year, the board focussed on making wise decisions with the resources
available to the organisation. Time and funds were used to create further infrastructure, including water
collection sites, renovation of the caretakers’ shed and residence, and to continue the large scale terrace
project. While membership and volunteer numbers remain low, time was spent to mentor and assist a
group of probationary volunteers to acquire an understanding of what it means to live and work in
harmony with the company constitution.
Plans are currently underway to more broadly communicate with the public the company aims and
running costs of ongoing projects. This will provide the opportunity for others to be educated about
company activities and contribute if they wish to do so.
The board is excited at the potential to welcome new members and volunteers who:
 Have a passionate desire to live in harmony with company Fundamentals and Constitution


Wish to become a self responsible person, and experience the joy that this creates



Want to participate and give generously to further the aims of the company



Love the company Vision and Fundamentals so much that they would be responsible for the
future of the organisation (even if they are the only member or volunteer left)

The directors are aware that to lead by example in these areas is an essential element of their role.
Members and directors who reflect these desires will attract funds and suitable volunteers to the company
in future.

2.1.

Challenges & Lessons
This year, Jesus (AJ Miller) led a discussion with directors, addressing their dependence upon him for
decision making and the direction of the company. Original members, Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins and
Catherine Spence had originally stated their intention to be responsible for the company, its forward
movement, and continued existence however have relied on Jesus for these things instead.
The board is mindful that in order for the company to succeed in the long term, such heavy dependence
on Jesus' input must be eliminated. As directors and members show more initiative and responsibility for
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decision making in the company, God’s Way Ltd will become more sustainable and able to diversify and
expand the scope of company projects. With a reduced workload, Jesus will retain a role as advisor and
mentor to God's Way Ltd, but can also focus on other important works, such as sharing further Divine
Truth with the world. Divine Truth teachings form the foundation of the company Vision, Fundamentals
and Constitution.

2.2.

Financial Position
The majority of funds since God’s Way Ltd’s creation have been gifted to the organisation by the
founding members and company directors. These individuals are passionate about the company aims and
objectives and so have given generously.
The company has run at a loss for the past two years however the board was aware that this may occur.
In the coming years, there will be a substantial effort made to widely share information about the
company's project work and vision, using multiple means of communication. Current plans include the
publication of easy to read project summaries on the God's Way Ltd website, and the sharing of project
updates on live stream interactive events. As a number of projects are now well underway, sharing about
these initiatives will provide a wider audience with the opportunity to support the company financially or
in the form of other resources.
The board will always limit or expand company works based on available donated funds. In the instance
of having very limited donations, the board would first cease all project work and focus on covering basic
running costs (go into dormancy).
However this is unlikely. As information sharing initiatives commence in the coming years, the board
anticipates God's Way Ltd will attract more financial support from sources other than the current board
and founding members.
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Gratitude
The board and individual directors express our deepest thanks to Jesus for his ongoing guidance, project
design, project planning and management, specialist expertise and research, and technical systems
administration. He has also provided invaluable inspiration and education to the group of probationary
volunteers this year.

Jesus directs terrace project works
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Jesus, manager & worker in the tank removal job drives the tip truck

God’s Way’s most willing worker who does everything from cleaning to project design and management
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The organisation also acknowledges the work of:
 David Walsh, volunteer and member, for his large contribution to construction projects,
experiments and research



Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins, original member and director, for her mentorship and management of
probation volunteers and in the implementation of project directives and operational necessities
for the organisation. She also provided funds for fuel and maintenance of large and smaller
machinery, the purchase of seed and other incidental project costs.
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Mary Magdalene (Mary Luck) for her role as managing director; mentorship of the directors &
members; personal contribution to, and director training in, company documentation

Catherine & Mary discuss the job



Divine Truth Pty Ltd also continues to support the terrace project through the donation of funds
for fuel and maintenance, the use of trucks and ute and the purchase of seed.
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Finally, God's Way Ltd would not be able to implement Environment Branch projects if not for
Catherine Spence who has donated significant funds enabling the purchase of God's Way Ltd
properties, the renovation of the caretakers' residence and shed and who gifts the use of heavy
machinery enabling the terrace project to continue.



The board is grateful to all of those individuals and companies who currently support the
organisation financially or contribute gifts in the form of time, energy, resources and skills.
Without your generosity the company would not exist.

Eloisa & Catherine in the terraces
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Member Liability
God's Way Ltd had five members during the reporting period.
Each member, regardless of their class of membership, is liable to pay the amount of $100 if the company
is closed down.

4.

Financial Report
God's Way Ltd chooses to regularly report to members and make financial records public via the God's
Way Ltd website in order to be transparent about all company dealings.
God’s Way Ltd is funded via the collection of member’s fees and the receipt of monetary gifts and
donations.
This year as the company received less than $250,000 AUD it remains classified as a small business and
as such there is no legal requirement for audit or review.
The company will be required to submit to independent financial review when earnings are between
$250,000 and one million dollars. Once earnings are over one million dollars an audit is required.
Included in this document is:


A table of Operating Result



Balance Sheet



Profit & Loss statement as of 30 June 2021

Of note is that the company has operated at substantial loss for this and the prior financial year.
4.1.

Operating Result
Total Assets
Total Liabilities
Net Equity

$
1,322,001
758
1,322,759

Total Income

$
17,662

Total Expenses

79,824

Net Loss
Carried Forward Losses
Total Accumulated Losses
(Retained Earnings)
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Income Statement 30 June 2021
God's Way Ltd
A.B.N. 30 613 977 567
INCOME STATEMENT
For the Year Ended 30 June 2021
Year ending
2021
$

Year ending
2020
$

INCOME
Donations

12,356

61,153

33

106

5,273

6,636

-

436

17,662

68,331

130

130

Contractors

3,273

-

Depreciation Expense

3,863

30,514

Equipment Expenses

4,244

6,217

314

2,735

Gov. ASIC Comp. Fees

1,563

1,471

Insurance

9,032

8,786

Land Tax

2,864

2,620

Motor Vehicle Expenses

318

32

Office Expenses

302

825

Prof. Accounting Fees

1,430

1,750

Property Rates

6,931

7,194

42,986

26,489

-

3,848

2,456

760

118

-

79,824

93,370

NET LOSS

-62,162

-25,038

Retained earnings at the beginning of the
financial year

-78,148

53,109

-140,310

-78,148

Interest
Members Fee
Refunds
TOTAL INCOME
EXPENSES
Bank Fees

Experiments

Property Repairs & Maintenance
Property Trucking
Technology
Volunteer Safety Equipment
TOTAL EXPENSES

RETAINED EARNINGS (Accumulated
losses) at the end of the financial year
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Balance Sheet 30 June 2021
God's Way Ltd
A.B.N. 30 613 977 567
BALANCE SHEET
For the Year Ended 30 June 2021
2021
$
CURRENT ASSETS
CBA 10283982 CHQ
CBA 10283990 SAV
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

2020
$

12,646
84,553
97,199

44,813
104,530
149,343

343,239
280,832
5,614
-5,614
624,072

343,239
280,832
5,614
-5,614
624,072

400,731

400,731

4,000
-4,000
400,731

4,000
-4,000
400,731

200,000

200,000

20,900
-20,900
200,000

20,900
-20,900
200,000

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS

1,224,802

1,224,803

TOTAL ASSETS

1,322,001

1,374,146

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
107 HOME CREEK LOOP RD
CUSHNIE
4608 HCL 107 Land Purchase
4608 HCL 107 Asset Purchase
4608 HCL 107 Improvements Purchase
4608 HCL 107 Less Depreciation
Total
14191 CHINCHILLA WONDAI RD
CUSHNIE
4608 CWR 14191 Land Purchase
4608 CWR 14191 Improvements
Purchase
4608 CWR 14191 Less Depreciation
Total
14243 CHINCHILLA WONDAI RD
CUSHNIE
4608 CWR 14243 Land Purchase
4608 CWR 14243 Improvements
Purchase
4608 CWR 14243 Less Depreciation
Total
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CURRENT LIABILITIES
GST Account
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
TOTAL LIABILITIES

-758
-758
-758

1,025
1,025
1,025

NET ASSETS

1,322,759

1,373,121

EQUITY
Gifted Equity
Prop. Equity 4608 HCL 107
Prop. Equity 4608 CWR 14191
Prop. Equity 4608 CWR 14243
Retained earnings
TOTAL EQUITY

240,968
624,072
398,000
200,029
-140,310
1,322,759

229,168
624,072
398,000
200,029
-78,149
1,373,120

5.

Objectives & Strategy

5.1.

Objectives
God's Way Ltd's key objectives include:


Practical application of God's Principles to various fields of endeavour, including environmental
recovery, education and leadership



Creation of infrastructure in the form of competent managers, as well as accommodation and
event facilities which would enable the organisation to host short and longer term guests and
volunteers; allowing these visitors to experience and contribute to projects and activities run in
harmony with God's Principles



Generation of resources and funds in order to build a function centre; this will host Divine Truth
Pty Ltd and God’s Way Ltd events and other free to the public presentations in harmony with the
company constitution

The organisation has almost 1000 acres on which to implement projects, and build a function centre and
volunteer accommodation. God's Way Ltd is now focussed on the attraction of members and volunteers
required to build a team of managers passionate about working in harmony with God's Laws and to begin
building works.
The company also continues works on first case example projects established in prior years.
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Strategies
God's Way Ltd continues to use the following three strategies in order to plan and implement operations.

5.2.1.

Growth of spiritual character and resources within the organisation
This is achieved through:


Personal spiritual progression & application of the company Fundamentals by current members
and volunteers



Governance of the company and individual projects in harmony with God's Principles and the
Company Constitution



Responsible, loving and truthful volunteer training and management

When the company is run in harmony with the Company Constitution by directors, managers and
volunteers who have each made a heart-felt commitment to the company Fundamentals, God's Way Ltd
will be most productive and attract other individuals and groups inspired by their efforts.

5.2.2.

Establishment of physical, digital and governance infrastructure
Infrastructure provides the framework for future growth and seamless information sharing.
Digital infrastructure enables the storage and compilation of data gathered during company projects.
Physical facilities, such as housing and water management systems, provide the ability to host volunteers
and guests sustainably. Water collection also supplies buildings and environmental projects.
Governance infrastructure in the form of qualified managers and efficient work systems enable effective
use of resources and time within the organisation.
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Caretakers’ Residence, Shed, Dam and Hillside

5.2.3.

Implementation of a number of initial projects to act as 'first case examples'
First case projects provide:


Opportunities for members and volunteers to gain skills in project development and management



Establishment of physical infrastructure and environmental recovery initiatives



Demonstrations of God's Way Ltd values and aims to visitors and observers of the company



Opportunities to train and educate volunteers in harmony with company Fundamentals

6.

Key Activities in the Reporting Period

6.1.

Growth of Spiritual Character & Resources

6.1.1.

Probation Volunteer Project
This year, Operations Manager and Director, Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins, and Founding Member and
company mentor, Jesus, have worked with a group of probation volunteers, assisting them to gain
experience working together in harmony with the Company Fundamentals and Constitution.
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At the end of the reporting period there were 13 probationary volunteers, 11 of these were new this year.
Each month, volunteers worked three and a half days, and participated in a half day teaching session with
Jesus. The session provides opportunities for volunteers to understand how to bring their lives into
harmony with God’s Principles.
These volunteers have participated in supervised work in the following areas:


Cleaning and maintenance tasks of heavy machinery, tools, shipping containers, other facilities



Seed collection, sorting and spreading for the terrace project



Introduced species management on various sites
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Volunteers seed terraces

Volunteers paint temporary fencing used to protect native regrowth
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Volunteers after a day’s work

6.1.2.

Spiritual Development of Existing Members
Directors have continued to govern the organisation in harmony with the company constitution, assisted
greatly by the guidance and feedback from Jesus.
This year individual members and directors displayed varying levels of aspiration to continue their
development and make decisions in their personal lives in harmony with God’s Way.
Consistent growth within each individual will be required to ensure the longevity of the organisation.
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Establishment of physical, digital and governance infrastructure
This year, company mentor and advisor, Jesus, continued to gift the organisation large amounts of skill,
time and advice in the areas of:


Establishment of digital infrastructure



Project design and implementation



Advice on governance and company expansion to the board

Projects worked upon this year:

6.2.1.

Digital Upgrades
Divine Truth Pty Ltd kindly donates the use of their digital infrastructure and the Divine Truth Recording
Studio to God’s Way Ltd.
During the reporting period, the Divine Truth Recording Studio underwent renovations. A new server
room was constructed in order to reduce noise and control temperature for the 8 networked 45 Drives
Storinator servers (totalling 1540TB storage) used by God's Way Ltd and Divine Truth Pty Ltd to store
and serve local data.
Jesus, director of Divine Truth Pty Ltd and member of God’s Way Ltd, designed and supervised the
server room build.

Server room construction begins within the existing
recording room

Thick insulation is used in new walls for its cooling
and sound proofing qualities

Sound proof door is hung

The completed room

This financial year, Jesus also upgraded the hardware, operating systems, virtual machines and software
for the eleven servers in the network. He upgraded and configured an additional seven mobile servers
including virtual machines, three Apple iMac's, and three ASUS laptops. He upgraded the Divine Truth
studio 10Gbit network and routers for internet connection. This entire digital infrastructure is used across
both organizations.
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Jesus works on hardware upgrades

Upgraded servers in place in the new server room
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Function Centre Caretakers’ Residence Renovation
Renovation of the Function Centre Caretakers’ Residence began in 2018. In previous years extensive
works were already completed on the house.
This year, replacement gutters and upgrades to water collection, including tanks, were completed. Interior
works included painting, floor finishing and bathroom sealing.

Internal Renovations taking shape
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Floors are finished with paint flake and polycryl materials

Gutters installed

Plumbing works
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Plumbing works

Caretakers’ Residence with new cladding, roof and paths
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Timeline of the Caretakers’ Residence Renovation Project

A timeline of the Caretakers’ Residence Renovation Project
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Eloisa & Cornelius (David) jump to test the integrity of the floor finish experiments

6.2.3.

Function Centre Caretakers’ Shed Extension Preparation
The Function Centre Caretakers’ property has an existing shed area of 200 square metres (20 x 10
metres).
The proposed shed extension will add an additional 160 square metres (20 x 8 metres), of which 20 x
4.8m will form a drive-through section. The remaining roof width will span three shipping containers
previously secured with footings adjacent to the existing shed structure.
This project will create clean dry areas to service and park heavy machinery, increase storage space for
equipment, servicing fluids and building materials.

Shipping Containers are placed adjacent to the existing shed

Plans for the extension have been accepted by council. Works will begin in July 2021.
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Aerial view of the caretakers’ residence, existing shed and shipping containers

6.2.4.

Water Collection infrastructure
In preparation for water management systems, 23 tanks were relocated onto and around various God's
Way Ltd properties.
A 10x10 metre shed was constructed on a high area of the Function Centre property in order to collect
and gravity feed dam and rain water to various locations on this and the caretakers' properties. A base of
decomposed granite (deco) was made and levelled to protect tanks from underside punctures and wall
pressure irregularities as they fill with water.
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Footings for the Function Centre 10 x 10 metre water catchment shed complete

New shed erected

Over a two day period, two volunteers moved four tanks into position. The tanks were placed under the
shed roof in order to keep water cool and minimise UV degradation of tanks over time.
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2. Tanks are safely secured on a trailer for transport

1. Tanks ready to roll

4. Tanks are levered carefully to flat

3. Carefully manoeuvred through bushy terrain to the
new shed

5. Tanks are levered onto skids which aid movement
under the shed

6. Tank on skid

7. First tank positioned
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Before: New shed with prepared level base ready for
tanks

After: Tanks in place with extra bracing added for
strength and stability of the shed

In another three day period, five volunteers worked to move 17 tanks from one property to another (a
distance of seven kilometres). This involved devising a specialized plan to move and lift tanks to incur the
least amount of structural stress on the tanks. A trailer was borrowed and an insert designed and made for
safety and ease of transport. These tanks were donated by members for future rain water catchment at the
Function Centre.

1. Tanks ready to be moved

2. Jesus devised a three point system using straps and a
cross bar to lift the tanks; this made the lift more stable
and protected lugs used in the lift from tearing from
the tank

3. Principles of leverage were put to good use

4. Straps were secured to the Divine Truth tip truck
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5. Ready for lifting

6. A counter strap was secured to the tractor to prevent
the tank from flipping over when pulled up by the
tipper

7. Straps, bar and brace plank are now removed

8. The tank is rolled onto the trailer The trailer has a
special insert added to its base, this makes the tank
stable during transportation

9. Tanks are securely strapped on the trailer

10. Three straps were used for safety, stability and to
protect the tank while driving on the road
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11. On the move

12. Ready to unload

13. Gently does it

14. After removal the final step (not pictured) is to use
straps to lower the tank to flat again

A happy day for hard workers
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Two tanks were also placed at the caretakers' property for water collection and garden irrigation.
Research and investigation began into pumping systems to transport water from the caretakers' property
dam to higher elevations for storage and irrigation of environmental projects.

Dam at the Caretakers’ Property

Caretakers dam after rain
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6.3.

Implementation of 'first case examples' projects

6.3.1.

Environment Branch: Terrace Land Recovery Project
Works continued on this valuable project established in previous years. Earthwork excavations
constructed terraces on approximately three acres of land, and seeds were distributed in 17 new and
previously built terraces. The total area now terraced is approximately 18 acres.

Terraces from above: Terraces are made in areas without vegetation similar to that visible in this picture on the
neighbouring farm Any natural revegetation is left in place and terraces are built around it
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Work begins on a new terrace: Top soil is moved aside as a level base and surrounding bank is constructed
using subsoil. Once complete, topsoil is spread back over the base of the terrace.
The level base ensures even distribution of water, the bank provides protection to new growth and prevents
overflow during very rainy periods

After a terrace is built and levelled carefully, mulch and matter is spread
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Dozer rips lines in the soil, mulch is placed into rip lines to hold moisture and feed future seedlings

Volunteers later place native seed varieties on edges of rip lines

Depending on conditions, a light layer of soil is then spread over the newly laid seed, seeds will germinate when
the right conditions occur
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Growth in an older terrace

This year abundant seed was spread in new terraces but seed harvesting from older terraces was also
possible. Wattles (Acacia) flowered abundantly and seed was collected for future use; some of it was
directly redistributed onto areas of the property which were lacking in regrowth.

Seeds are collected and sorted
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Rainfall in August 2020 demonstrated the effective water catchment design in the terraces.

Newly built terrace holds water that would have previously been lost as run off

Comparison of flora growth in existing terraces with that in the land around them also demonstrated that
the levelling of ground, introduction of organic matter, and new seed, has stimulated plant growth and
supported more animals and insects.
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Native plants in bloom on the terraces

New life in the terraces
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This year the terrace project also encompassed the refurbishment of a badly eroded gully line on the
Function Centre. Dams and small gully weirs were constructed using heavy machinery. This provided
watering holes for native wildlife, prevented further erosion and encouraged new tree and grass growth in
the area.

A volunteer works in the gully where leaky weirs are visible

6.3.2.

Environment Branch: Native Flora Documentation Project
This project commenced on both the Environment and Function Centres.
The organisation is grateful to Lauren Pinwill, of the local Native Plants Queensland branch, who
completed a survey of the Environment and Function Centres and provided a detailed catalogue of
existing native plants on these properties. This will serve as a baseline with which to compare in coming
years.

Catherine & Native Plants Queensland member identify plants on the Environment Learning Centre
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Environment Branch: Mulch & Matter Project
During the financial year, the company became aware of a local mill that planned to burn a large amount
of timber off cuts (flitches). In order to prevent this God’s Way Ltd founding members and original
members, at their own expense, paid $41,800 to have the flitches ground into mulch and transported to
the Function Centre. An industrial grinder was hired to complete the job.
The total mulch made available from this project was 2,690 cubic meters. This project not only provided
additional mulch to be used in environmental projects but also prevented a large amount of carbon
entering the atmosphere.

Timber off cuts that were saved from burning

Timber is turned into woodchip mulch using a grinder
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Marvellous mulch
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Freshly ground mulch is loaded into truck for transport

Fresh mulch is deposited to a depot on the Function Learning Centre
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Mounds of mulch in the depot ready for environmental projects
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Environment Branch: Introduced Species Management Project
This project aims to discover innovative and non toxic ways to manage invasive introduced flora and
fauna. Throughout the year, new methods were trialled. This involved hand weeding species, covering the
cleared area with various mixes of cardboard, soil, mulch and seed. The organisation looks forward to
seeing the results over time.

Volunteers remove prickled weed from driveway to prevent spread across properties
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Invasive Species Management

Cardboard is layered over a newly weeded area to prevent re growth of any remaining seeds underneath
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Plant & Property Maintenance
God’s Way Ltd continues to maintain the heavy machinery, trucks and utility used by the organisation.

Volunteers service the excavator
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Looking Ahead
In the 2021-2022 financial year, God’s Way Ltd will continue to employ the three strategies outlined in
this report; all of which have assisted the organisation to maintain a healthy level of output this year. This
has been in spite of the limited number of funds and personnel available to the organisation.
The current financial situation of God's Way Ltd is predictable given that the company is in its early
years. As liquid funds are reliant on donations and they do fluctuate over time.
Growth to member and donor numbers will need to occur in the coming years in order for company
activities to continue at their current or at an improved rate.
The directors trust that more funds will be attracted as more information is shared about projects and
more interactions occur with volunteers and members of the public. The board plans to share information
about company projects and ideals in the coming year and look forward to creating opportunities for more
people to donate and become involved in the company's vision.
The organisation looks forward to attracting resources in the form of passionate volunteers and funding.
This will enable completion of works on water collection, create opportunities to commence works on
accommodation and function facilities on the Function Centre property and expand existing projects.
The company now has excellent digital infrastructure in the form of networked digital storage space, local
land and is nearing completion of construction works on a caretakers' residence.
As always, the board is mindful of the need to focus on the growth of spiritual character and resources
within the organisation and individual members as the cornerstone of the company’s future.
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